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Scope of Research
We are interested in graphs and networks in biology, chemistry, and medical sciences, including metabolic networks,
protein-protein interactions and chemical compounds. We
have developed original techniques in machine learning and
data mining for analyzing these graphs and networks, occasionally combining with table-format datasets, such as gene
expression and chemical properties. We have applied the techniques developed to real data to demonstrate the performance
of the methods and find new scientific insights.
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TOPICS AND INTRODUCTORY COLUMNS OF LABORATORIES

Topics
Selecting Graph Cut Solutions Using Global
Graph Similarity
A graph is a general way to represent complex data for
analysis. It is a natural way to represent networks, especially
in biology, such as metabolic, protein–protein interactions
or regulatory networks. Graphs are particularly useful for
analyzing high-dimensional data with complicated distributions encountered in various situations in high-throughput
biological experiments. Graphs are an integrated framework to analyze expression data of many genes at various
time points under many different conditions.
A common data analysis task is clustering, which groups
similar data points into the same cluster. In the context of
graph, similar data points are well-connected clusters with
many short paths within the clusters. By grouping these
nodes, it is equivalent to cutting the edges between the clusters to retain well-connected clusters. Hence, clustering is
usually considered a graph cut method.
Clustering on graphs is usually formulated as an optimization problem, of which the objective functions are usually
the cut’s quality on graphs involving small cut’s value (the
number of edges being cut) and the balance of a clustering solution in terms of sizes of clusters. However, easily
computable objective functions are usually not expressive
enough to capture many different scenarios of data. A serious problem is that optimizing the objective functions does

Figure 1. Equally optimal solutions of graph cut clustering on the original
graph (top), resulting in an undesired clustering solution (middle), as well
as a desired solution (bottom).

not always lead to well-connected clusters. In fact, optimal
clustering solutions may even contain disconnected clusters, which defeats the purpose of clustering (Figure 1).
Furthermore, detecting disconnected clusters is computationally too expensive to be used in objective functions of
clustering algorithms.
Our idea to solve this problem is to use a global graph
similarity measure named ged. It is a measure that, even
though computationally too demanding to be used as a
clustering objective function, is more expressive for distinguishing undesired clustering solutions that usual objective
functions cannot recognize. The motivation is that undesired solutions with disconnected clusters are topologically
more different from ones with well-connected clusters.
Therefore, global graph similarity of the original graph
with clustering solutions could show undesired clustering solutions, even though they could be as optimal as the
desired ones.
The measure is formulated with eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the graph Laplacians. It was proved that the
measure is equivalent to embedding graphs into a space,
then comparing the embedded node sets on the space. In
fact, it is equivalent to the standard method for independence
measure of HSIC. The global graph similarity measure was
used in simulated and real networks and shows that it could
detect undesired clustering solutions.

Figure 2. In karate data, ged can show that desired solutions with connected
clusters tend to have small ged compared with the original graph, and can
be a candidate for selecting clustering solutions.
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